Mr & Mrs Rentmore, Llwynteg. Deadline 4 submission
The Inspectorate instructed WPD to send us the report done by RSK in March
2014 on our private water supply. We have to date received no report from
RSK. WPD admitted that a site specific report was not done on our property in
March 2014, even though WPD told us that this visit was to do a Site Specific
Survey. Our Land Agent, Kathryn Lewis sent an email requesting that a Site
specific report be done on our property and WPD agreed to send Mr
Whittingham again to our property, for what we believed would be a detailed
report, supported by factual evidence.
Kathryn Lewis sent an email to requested a detailed account of the test that
were to be carried out on our Springs. WPD said that they would not do a site
specific report. Instead Mr Whittingham would come to our property to
discuss our outstanding concerns.
On Friday 29 January 2016, at 12.30pm, a meeting took place at our home and
the following people were in attendance.
Representing WPD:
Mr Colin Whittingham RSK
Mr Nick Buxton Burton Knowles
Mr Jason Pacey Copper Consultants
And
Kathryn Lewis Land Agent
Mr & Mrs Rentmore Land Owners
My husband and I have some serious concerns with the accuracy, of the
Statements made by WPD in their document entitled
“Assessment of impact on Private Water supply around poles No. 171 & 172
Brechfa Forest Connection Project, December 2015”. And in emails received
from Andrew Hubbold.
Document entry 1.3
A hydrologist from RSK, instructed by Western Power Distribution, visited site on
06 March 2015 and met with the landowners. Notes were taken during the site visit
and this informed the hydrology chapter in the Environmental Statement of the
submitted Development Consent Order (DCO) application, Volume 6.2.
Mr Hubbold also sent an email on the 23rd December, 2015, where he states:
His visit in march 14 was to confirm his (Mr Whittingham) initial conclusion that there
would be no significant effect and to inform his overall assessment
Our concern is this:
When Mr Whittingham visited our farm on the 6th March 2014, he was shown
our 2 collection points. However, the map that he produces at the above
meeting, showed only 1 collection point on our land. There are 3 altogether.
Therefore, he obviously failed to take accurate notes during this visit. All his
initial conclusions and information gathered on the day of this visit are based
on inaccurate information. The missing collection point is at least 3 metres
away from the collection point that is on his map and therefore a lot closer to

pole 172. This would undoubtedly have change his findings and made his
initial conclusions void. It should also be noted that the Overland Flow Model,
figure 1, is missing vital information. The flow Model does not show the
movement of water around the pole, where there is a tremendous amount of
water above and below the surface. In fact, it seems to indicate that there is
virtually no water surrounding pole 172, which is misleading. Where are the
detailed reports outlining test preformed on our land showing clearly in which
direction our water supply is coming from.
To look at maps and walk over a field can tell you nothing, the best you can do
is to guess. This is exactly what RSK have done. It may be an educated guess,
but it is just a guess. There is not one single document presented as
evidence that can verify WPS claims.
Document entry 1.4
The site visit also formed the letter to Mr Rentmore, dated 28 October 2015, see
Appendix 1, where it was understood that the mitigation measures proposed for
poles 171 and 172 would alleviate the concerns over the PWS.
We have never agreed that the use 0f sleeves would alleviate our concerns. Mr
Hubbold states that this is his understanding, well this is news to us. Why
would we be happy with a method that has no documented evidence, like a
reports or test, that prove conclusively that this method will protect our drink
water and livestock
Document entry 2.4
The water supply to the property is fed from two collection points to two holding
tanks as shown on Figure 1
This statement from WPD is incorrect. We do not have two holding tanks,
feeding our property. We have two collection points that go into one holding
tank that feeds our property. WPD are well aware that the third collection
point on Mr Killkelly’s land, feeds the other holding tank on our land, which is
owned by our neighbour, Mrs Medland.

Document entry 3.5
It is concluded in the ES at paragraph 13.6.35 that there will be a negligible
significance of effect of the poles, with mitigation, on the private water supply.
Document entry 4.4
The installation of Poles 171 and 172 would not result in the need for the diversion or
disturbance of the existing springs feeding the water supply to the residence or land
of Mr Rentmore.
WPD seem to have confused themselves by their conclusions. First they state
that we will not have any disturbance to our spring, then in the previous
paragraph they say that it is a possibility. It’s either one or the other, it cannot
be both. During our meeting on the 29th January 2016, Mr Whittingham
confirmed that there could be an impact on our water source. And that
because of the depth of the poles, this could divert the water.

Mr Whittingham asked us at this meeting, whether we knew the depth of our
underground spring. We replied “no, because we do not have any reports on
our underground springs.” You’re the Hydrologist, shouldn’t you know the
answer to this question? This is what has us concerned. Even the
Hydrologist does not know how deep or where our underground water supply
is. So how can he come to any conclusions without knowing these basic
facts?

Document entry 4.2
With regards to creosote, it is approved under the Control of Pesticides Regulations
1986 and is handled in a closed environment where the wood poles are treated by
vacuum pressure application. Treatment is subject to BS 144: Part 2 (1997) and its
composition must conform to BS EN 13991: 2003. There is potential for some minor
leaching of creosote over time and therefore have the potential to impact on the
quality of the water supply.

Under the Health and Safety Executive creosote made to BS EN 13991: 2003 is
for non-agricultural use only. Our land, is agricultural land.
The guideline for using this product is very clear:
*Keep away from food, drink and animal feeding stuffs. ie grass.
Our concerns are, where will WPD store these poles? If they are place directly
onto a field, when it rains or if the ground is already waterlogged, the toxins
from the creosote will leach into the ground, contaminating the grass and with
that our water and livestock.
For this reasons, we believe that the only way forward is no poles on our land
or concrete poles. This will not make any difference to the diverting of our
springs problem, but at least it will solve the risk of contamination.
In light of the above facts, we respectfully ask the Inspectorate to instruct WPD to
pay for us to engage our own Hydrologist to conduct the investigation, that WPD
seem so reluctant to do. We would prefer to Hire an independent Hydrologist as we
are concerned that RSK would be bias.

